
SECTION 004113 – FORM OF PROPOSAL-ALLOWANCES/UNIT PRICES

A.ALLOWANCES:  To provide as a part of the Base Bid an allowance for sum total of all
work related to the below outlined.

Unsuitable materials shall be defined as:

1. Substances not capable of being compacted to the density specified,
2. Rock material larger than ½ cubic foot in volume,
3. Debris and organic material.  Such materials shall be determined by the Owner’s

Geotechnical Testing Agency;
4. Materials which are not suitable for use on this project;
5. Unsuitability for sale of materials to third parties is not included in this definition.

Soil material which is too wet to permit the specified compaction but is still suitable to 
be used in structural capacity (once dried) based on the recommendations of the soils 
testing agency, shall be spread and permitted to dry in an area to be designated by the 
Architect.  Contractor shall assist drying by discing, harrowing or pulverizing until the 
soil moisture content is reduced to the specified value.  Only excavation of soil which is 
wet due to a concealed condition, including, but not limited to, underground springs, 
high water table and leaking pipes, shall be addressed as a potential additive change 
order.  Suitable materials which are wet due to precipitation as determined by the 
Owner’s Testing Agency shall be dried as specified and reused at no additional cost.

Allowances in Base Bid:

1. Fill and compact with suitable soils
acquired on-site to replace unsuitable

    soils removal ........................................  200 cubic yards @ $              /cy
2. Fill and compact with suitable soils

acquired off-site to replace
    unsuitable soils removed ...................... 200 cubic yards @ $              /cy
3. Fill and compact with No. 57 size

crushed stone to replace
    unsuitable soils removed ...................... 200 cubic yards @ $              /cy
4. Excavate materials determined to be

unsuitable by the Owner's Testing
    Agency and redistribute on the site ......  200 cubic yards @ $              /cy
5. Trench rock excavation, distribution
    and approved burial ..............................100 cubic yards @ $              /cy
6. Trench rock excavation and removal
    from site................................................  100 cubic yards @ $              /cy
7. Fill and compact with suitable soils

acquired on-site to replace trench
    rock removal.........................................  100 cubic yards @ $              /cy
8. Fill and compact with suitable soils

acquired off-site to replace
    trench rock removed............................. 100 cubic yards @ $              /cy

15.00

30.00

40.00

15.00

95.00

125.00

15.00

30.00



9. Mass rock removal, excavation, distribution
      and approved burial ............................     100 cubic yards @ $              /cy
10. Mass rock removal, excavation and
      removal from site ...............................     100 cubic yards @ $              /cy
11. Fill and compact with suitable soils

acquired on-site to replace Mass
    rock removal .......................................  100 cubic yards @ $              /cy

12. Fill and compact with suitable soils
acquired off-site to replace

    mass rock removed..............................   100 cubic yards @ $              /cy
13. Contractor shall furnish, install and maintain

Erosion and Sediment Control Silt Fence (Sd1)     500 l.f. @ $               /lf
14. Contractor shall furnish, install and maintain

Erosion and Sediment Control Matting
      Blanket (Mb) ................................................. 50 sq.yards @ $              /sy
15. Contractor shall furnish, install and maintain
      Stone Rip Rap ................................................... 50 Tons @ $              /ton

70.00

90.00

15.00

30.00

5.50

3.50

75.00


